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LETTER

FROM

THE

EDITOR

DECISIONS OF TODAY SHAPE THE
ARMENIA OF TOMORROW
With the upcoming election for a
new Parliament in May and,
subsequently, a new President in
early 2008, Armenia is approaching
an important juncture in its fledgling
democracy. These milestone events
will serve as key indicators of
Armenia’s ability to sustain
democratic progress and development. Based on new Constitutional
reforms, the National Assembly will
obtain a more significant role within
the Armenian government relative to
the President; thereby making the
upcoming elections that much more
crucial.
Relations with the United States
– via the Millennium Challenge
Account- and the European Union –
via the European Neighborhood
policy – are contingent on Armenia’s
ability to assert its commitment to
real democratic progress through
open and fair elections.
Having to already contend with
closed borders to the west and east
and exclusion from regional
development projects, Armenia must
continue and strengthen its
integration with the rest of the world.
More than the desire for financial
and political benefits attainable
through foreign assistance,
Armenia’s need for embracing
democracy remains in its own
development and maturing. The
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capacity for the leaders of society to
meet the needs of the citizenry and
remain responsive to the public’s
preferences and interests will lead to
a progressive decline in corruption
and abuse of law. The basic rights of
each individual are at stake; as well
as the future of the nation as a
collective.
The task of the Armenian
Diaspora in this process of
democratization was recently
reaffirmed and fortified with the
adoption of legislation allowing the
opportunity for dual citizenship to all
Armenians worldwide. As much as
this new law serves to reconnect a
people with their homeland and seeks
to repatriate the immense Diaspora,
it is also a symbolic gesture of the
Republic’s recognition of the
potential contributions of its
resourceful brethren abroad. Work
must be undertaken to restore the
sense of the fatherland and the
preservation of Armenian identity.
The greatest resource of Armenia is
its impassioned and conscientious
individuals worldwide, who are
concerned with its progress.
Following the Genocide and decades
under Soviet rule, the time has come
to properly and fundamentally
connect all Armenians to their
homeland and to a shared vision of a
democratic future.

WOMEN &
DEMOCRACY
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN ARMENIA TODAY
The Armenian Youth
Federation had the opportunity to interview Maria
Titzian. From a young age
Maria has been active in the
Youth Organization of the
ARF. Currently, Maria has
been active in promoting
women’s issues in the party,
as well as representing it in the SIW (Socialist
International Women). Since 2004, she has been the
president of the Women’s Committee of the ARF
Dashnaktsutyun Party in Armenia. The ARF
Women’s Committee is active in formulating the
party’s policies on women’s issues, as well as
empowering women party members to be more active
within the party by providing training and advocacy
building skills. Maria is also a founding member of
the Women’s Coalition of Armenia and Board
Member of the Women’s Forum of the National
Democratic Institute.
H A Y T O U G : How important do you feel the
particular role of women is in the consolidation of
democracy and economic development in Armenia?
MARIA: The role of women in the consolidation of
democracy and economic development in Armenia
is not only important, it is crucial at this particular
point in time. A woman involved in the political,

social and economic life of the country is more
likely to add dimensions which impact women’s
and children’s lives such as employment, economy,
social security, education and health. Beyond the
quest for justice and fairness for women, the
purpose of increasing women’s participation in
politics is not simply to increase numbers but to
support the creation of a new democratic agenda
in politics and to implement change that will
benefit society. It is important to stress that when
we advocate for greater participation of women in
all sectors of Armenian life, it should be clear that
we are not talking about the exclusion of men but
rather the inclusion of women: their talents,
perspectives, energy, priorities and views.
Democracy is representation of the people by the
people and it cannot be real democracy when the
largest proportion of the population – women - has
little or no representation. The laws in Armenia
do not discriminate against women however there
are hidden systematic and institutional barriers to
women’s advancement in almost every aspect of
public life. Unless these barriers are removed,
women do not in reality have equal opportunities.
If we continue to ignore the gender disparity
in Armenia, it will come at a great cost to our
society’s ability to sustain growth, to govern
effectively, increase productivity and eventually
reduce poverty. Women in Armenia continue to
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have inferior command over a range of productive
resources i.e. land, information, and financial
resources. Women are often limited to certain
occupations in developing countries and this holds
true in Armenia’s case. Women in Armenia are
primarily employed in the health and education
sectors yet do not hold management positions in
these primarily feminized sectors. Limited access
to resources and weaker ability to generate income
– whether in self-employed activities or in wage
employment – restrict women’s power to influence
the allocation of resources and investment decisions
in the home. This unequal access and poor
socioeconomic status relative to men continues to
hamper their ability to influence decisions not only
in the home, but also in their communities and at
the national level.
Finally, I have come to believe that the majority
of women in Armenia want to have a role in the
development and empowerment of our nation not
only to advance women’s rights or ‘interests’ but
because they want to have a stake in public policy
development and in the implementation of
economic strategies that will contribute to equitable
growth.
HAYTOUG: What do you see as some of the most
critical problems or barriers facing women in
Armenia today? What do you see as some practical
solutions for overcoming these problems?
M A R I A : Women were affected most by the
transition period in Armenia and their place in
society was further aggravated as a result of the
earthquake, the NKR conflict, the collapse of the
USSR and the ensuing energy crisis that literally
shut the country down. Women were not able to
capitalize on the new opportunities created by the
transition. On the contrary, they felt its adverse
effects even more acutely. Among the critical
problems facing women today are poverty, the issue
of reproductive health, (including increasing
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incidences of STD’s, continued use of multiple
abortions as a means of fertility regulation, increase
in the number of cases of cervical cancer),
unemployment or underemployment (66% of the
unemployed in Armenia are women, the highest
percentage of female unemployment in the region),
limited access to resources, domestic violence, and
trafficking. According to recent statistics 53% of all
the poor in Armenia are women. While women more
often times find themselves in poverty, they are not
at a greater risk than men in general. However this
risk factor changes for women led households, which
are at 33% increased risk of extreme poverty. The
out migration of men in search of employment, or
desertion of their families, has led to an increase in
female led households which are an extremely
vulnerable segment of Armenian society. Today
female led households constitute over 30% of all
households in Armenia.
One practical solution toward overcoming these
problems would be to strengthen institutional
mechanisms. The Ministry of Social Affairs and
Labor, has a Department for Family, Women and
Children whose primary focus is on social, health and
employment issues but does not address equal rights
or equal opportunities for women. Even now, this
department lacks the financial resources to
implement any meaningful change. A separate
department for women with appropriate financing
could possibly change the current status quo. Another
potential solution would be gender mainstreaming in
education and in all educational textbooks/resources
which could highlight the Armenian woman’s role in
the social and political formation of the country - girls
and young women do not have positive female role
models. It is critical that civil society take a proactive
role by organizing more public discourse in the form
of round tables, debates, information campaigns via
public service announcements, etc. Unfortunately
civil society in Armenia is weak at best, and the large
numbers of NGO’s, even those that are fully

operational, have not been able to successfully lobby
and advocate for change. I personally believe that
greater participation of women in politics, both at the
executive and legislative branches could begin to
address these issues; however societal norms have
always tended to veer women away from political
involvement. To change the current public perception
of women, to attract women to politics and to increase
the representation of women in the
decision-making process in Armenia
there must be collaboration between
the government, the private sector
and the NGO community to create a
greater capacity to develop strategies
to empower women, build lobbying
networks and promote women’s
leadership. This approach to
capacity building for women can see
positive results.
HAYTOUG: With parliamentary
elections coming up, what do you
think is required to improve the
level of representation of women in
the National Assembly? The ARF
has announced that it will maintain a 25% quota for
female candidates in its party list. Are quotas
sufficient? If not, what else can be done?
MARIA: I don’t believe that we will see a significant
increase of women in the National Assembly after the
elections on May 12, 2007. Although of late most
political parties are vying for women’s votes by
incorporating women’s issues in their pre-campaign
activities and or campaign platforms. However, I am
skeptical that there exists a genuine desire on the part
of the ‘old boy’s network’ to see the gender disparity
begin to diminish in Armenia. Meaningful change
cannot be achieved when it is artificial in nature.
There has not been enough work done either in theory
or practice to believe that public awareness or
perception of women’s role in society has had any

consequential change of heart. It has merely become
politically fashionable to talk about gender issues.
Having said that, any political willingness however it
is couched, expressed or articulated is better than
none. The women’s movement in Armenia has not
yet been able to develop the necessary mechanisms
or lobbying networks which are necessary to
anticipate significant results.

Are quotas sufficient? Several international
bodies have passed resolutions to support the use of
quotas. A variety of different quota systems has been
used around the world and at least 122 political parties
globally use some form of the quota for women when
selecting their candidates for elections.
In Armenia, the prevailing attitudes toward the
quota system are mixed. Some argue that quotas are
demeaning to women and that if a woman is
competent then she will succeed on her own merit.
This argument is put forward by women as well as
men. If this were true, why aren’t there many more
women in the legislative and executive branches of
government? Quotas are needed as a temporary
measure, not because women are unable to succeed
in politics on merit, but because all too often, they
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are rarely given the opportunity to try.
Nonetheless there were several women’s
organizations in Armenia who had been actively
campaigning to increase the existing 15% quota
to 25% for women on party lists in the electoral
code. This campaign unfortunately was not
successful. The ARF will indeed maintain a 25%
quota for the upcoming parliamentary elections.
Setting a percentage for the quota is not enough
because political parties invariably place their
women candidates on the bottom of the lists,
thereby once again excluding women’s presence
in the National Assembly. To ensure that the
quota system results in gender balance, the zipper
system must also be
utilized. Under the zipper
system the names of men
and women alternate
equally in the critical top
position of party lists.
Utilizing the quota
system is not a panacea,
but it can help change the
mindset of the public when
they see political parties
like the ARF including women in winnable
positions on their party lists.
HAYTOUG: In March 2006, the ARF’s Women’s
Committee organized a conference titled “The
Role of Women in the Establishment of Civil
Society.” What is the main goal of organizing
such conferences and what do you think the
results of them have been so far? Aside from these
conferences, can you explain what other work
the Women’s Committee of the ARF carries out
in Armenia?
MARIA: Conferences such as the one organized
by the ARF Women’s Committee are critical as
they serve as a forum for public and political
discourse. The more we talk, argue, debate,
analyze the current situation of women in the
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country, the more we begin to shape and
perhaps change public perception and attitudes
toward women in the country. The conference
also provided us the opportunity to gauge the
real extent of women’s frustration.
This year is a particularly critical one for the
Women’s Committee with the upcoming
parliamentary elections. We have been
meeting with NGO’s involved in the field of
gender relations, we have organized a series of
round tables with student associations and
youth groups, we are meeting with women
voters in the different electoral districts in
Yerevan, and we are actively working with the
women in our own
party by providing
them with English
language and computer training. We
have organized subcommittees whose
responsibility will be to
study problems in the
health and educational
sectors, legal rights and
public relations. In the next several months we
will be visiting different regions throughout the
country to meet with women, to raise public
awareness about women’s issues but most
importantly to provide information regarding
their legal rights. This year in March we also have
the honor of hosting the Socialist International
Women’s (SIW) Executive and Regional Meeting
in Yerevan. The theme of the meeting is Gender
Dimensions of International Migration.
Approximately 25 women from all over the world
will be coming to Armenia to participate in this
meeting. The SIW meeting in Yerevan will
undoubtedly raise the profile of ARF women and
provide us with the opportunity to interact with
women from different countries and learn from
their own experiences.
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Ha3asdan, angaq bydaganov;ivn ovni a3s0r, yv
an gu bardi a3n azcaser syrovntnyrovn oronk
abryxan yv dan]ovyxan tare tar yrcylow ha3ryniki
ka3lyrcu: Yrazyxin yv gyrdyxin a3s 0rova3 azad
angaq Ha3asdanu5 irynx 3a]orto. syrovntnyrovn
hamar: 1918-in Ha3asdani a-a]in angaqov;yan
=amanag 8Myr Ha3rynik9u, orovn hy.inagn er Mika3el
Nalbandyan, ba,d0nabes untovnovyxav orbes
Ha3asdani ka3lyrc: A-a]in angaqov;ivnu gorsnxnylen
ydk, Ha3asdanu tar2av _ovsio hbadag: Yrcovyxav
Aram Qa[adovryani
30rina/ yra=,dov;yamp
ka3lyrc mu orovn a-a]in
do.u arten isg
gu paxadryr y.ylov;ivnu
8Sowydagan azad
a,qarh Ha3asdan91
Garc mu ha3rynasernyr
ca.dni gyrbow bahyxin
yv
yrcyxin,
irynx
badgano. ka3lyrcu5
saga3n s’iv-ki dara/kin,
ha3gagan ga-o3xnyren
nyrs yv tovrs, azad0ren
yrcovyxav 8Myr Ha3rynik9u:
+amanagi un;axkin,
Ha3 =o.owovrti gamkow yv
a,qadankow
mynk
diraxank
yrgrort
angaqov;yan: 1991 ;ovin
gyrdovyxav nor bydagan
war[agazm5 orovn naqacahn
er‘
Lyvon
D e r Bydrosyan: A3t 0rovne
wyrsdin go[ovyxav 8Myr Ha3rynik9u ka3lyrc: Wyr]yrs,
t=paqdapar garc mu gazmagyrbov;ivnnyr yv
anhadnyr a,qadank gu danin Ha3asdani ka3lyrcu
‘o’oqov;yan yn;argylov: Sahmanatrov;yan
hama2a3n, ,adyr gu gar/yn ;e nor ka3lyrci mu
=amanagu yga/ e: No3nisg naqacah Robyrd
Co[aryanu ir gar/iku ‘oqanxyx usylow ;e 8Myr
Ha3rynik96in yra=,dov;ivnu yv pa-yru ,ad barz gu
hn[yn pa.tadmamp ovri, ka3lyrcnyrov: A3s harxin
,ovr] 22 antamnyrow 3anxnaqovmp mu gazmovyxav:
#anxnaqovmpu Oro,yx mrxanagi mu a-i;u dal nor
azca3in ka3lyrc cdnylov hamar: Mrxagxov;ynen ydk

3anxnaqovmpin my/amasnov;ivnu irynx ‘a’aku
3a3dnyxin ;e Sowydagan ka3lyrcu ‘oqarine 8Myr
Ha3rynik9in: Hin Sowydagan ka3lyrcu yrcylow mynk
Ha3yrs i|n[ bidi 3i,ynk5 azadov;yan ga,gantovmu‘
;e\ myr =o.owovrtin aganadys y.a/ zanazan
[ar[aranknyru1
A3s harxow Ha3 #y.a’oqagan Ta,nagxov;ivnu
dkna]an a,qadank gu dani ka3lyrcu ‘o’oqov;yan
[yn;argovylov5 manavant mrxanagi trov;yamp myr
harxyru [yn lov/ovir, wyr]abes ka3lyrc mu meg 0rova3
me] [i crovir yv meg ci,yrova3 me] imasdali [i ta-nar:
H.#.T-u [i dysnyr darpyr imasdali pa-yrow yv
yra=,dov;ivnow nyrga3axovylik ka3lyrc mu5 ovr grna3
untcrgyl myr =o.owovrtin azadov;ivnu yv
havadarmov;ivnu yraco3n tr0,in hanteb:
Min[yv a3s 0rs ba3manavor paxadrov;ivn [e drova/ ;e
i n [ o | v m y r ka3lyrcu
‘o’oqov;yan bidi
yn;argovi: Myr timax my/
qntir ovnink, Ha3asdanu
mnaxa/ e a-anx azca3in
ka3lyrci: Saga3n sahmanatrov;yan hama2a3n,
Ha3 #y.a’o.agan Ta,nagxov;ivnu a,qadank gu
dani 0renk sdy./ylov or
8Myr Ha3rynik9u 0rinavor
gyrbow mna3 Ha3asdani
ka3lyrcu:
Yrp myr a] 2y-ku gu
tnynk
myr srdyrovn wra3, gu 3i,ynk myr
azcin amynen syv
0ryru pa3x nayv‘ 3a.;anagnyru:
#o3sow g\yrcynk5 3i,ylow or yrpy\k myr Ha3 azcu [e mo-xova/ yv min[yv a3s0r mynk gu ba3karink a3t nbadagin
hamar: No3nbes al darinyrov un;axcin 8Myr Ha3rynik9u
[i mo-xovyxav yv bidi ba3karink or yrpe\k [i mo-xovi:
:angar=ek myr ka3lyrcin hbardov;yamp gancnink5
3i,ylow myr ka]asird ha3ortinyru5 oronk xovrdi yv
an2ryvnyrov darapin g-ovyxan a3t havadkow ;e
8amyna3n dy. mahu mi e mart mi ancam bid my-ni,
pa3x yrani or ir azci azadov;yan gu zohovi9:

:alin Mardirosyan
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ONE NATION,
TWO CITIZENSHIPS
By Serouj Aprahamian
The Armenian nation is approaching a critical juncture in its
historical development. For
perhaps the first time in modern
history, the relationship between
the Diaspora and the Republic of
Armenia has entered a period
marked more by cooperation than
division or crisis. Spurred by
relatively high levels of economic
growth and political stability, the
last several years have seen
unprecedented levels of Diasporan
development projects, investments,
tourism, conferences, cultural
gatherings, and even some repatriation to Armenia. On February
26, 2007 the National Assembly of
Armenia passed legislation creating
the opportunity for Armenians
worldwide to become dual citizens.
The enactment of this law has the
potential to be a landmark development for Armenia as it moves
into the 21st century. As such, its
adoption deserves careful consideration among those Armenians
it will likely affect, both in the
homeland and in the Diaspora.
The concept of expanding the
opportunity for citizenship to all
Armenians is not a new one. As
far back as June 1920, the
parliament of the First Republic
of Armenia had formally agreed to
grant citizenship to all persons of
Armenian origin, even if they
lived outside of the Republic. This
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position was reaffirmed in 1990,
with the adoption of the Third
Republic’s Declaration of Independence. In clause four of that
Declaration, it clearly states that
“Armenians of the Diaspora have
the right to Armenian citizenship.” Despite all of this, the
Constitution adopted by the
Armenian government in 1995
explicitly blocked Armenians
from enjoying dual citizenship
and effectively rejected the notion
of incorporating the Diaspora into
the fabric of Armenian life. Thus,
for the first 15 years of the new
Republic, those who did not
renounce their outside citizenship
were prevented from becoming
full-fledged citizens of Armenia.
However, with the passage of
constitutional reforms in 2005,
the ban on dual citizenship was
finally lifted from the Constitution, leaving the matter to a
law formulating the rights and
obligations of dual citizens. Some
of the most contentious issues
requiring deliberation included
taxation duties, military service
requirements, the right to vote,
the right to hold office and
residency obligations. Like the
more than 90 countries around
the world that have successfully
implemented dual citizenship,
these matters were formulated in
accordance with the realities of
Armenia before being adopted as
national legislation.

As the foremost champion of
dual citizenship in Armenia, the
ARF inarguably took the lead in
initiating the passage of this
legislation. They put the issue on
the top of their domestic agenda;
organized open hearings discussing the matter, and circulated

their preliminary proposals of the
draft law to the public (see
www.yerkir.am for the ARF
concept paper on dual citizenship). Their declared aim was
to base the establishment of dual
citizenship on international
norms and to properly balance
both the rights and obligations
afforded to dual citizens. By doing
so, they hoped to genuinely make
Armenia the homeland of all
Armenians and deepen the
engagement of the Diaspora in
Armenia’s development.
Of course, the basic idea of
allowing Armenians to become
citizens of more than one country
has not gone without controversy.

Some have raised fears of
Armenia’s sovereignty being
handed over to people living
outside of the country, while
others suggest that many governments will look negatively
upon Armenians holding dual
loyalties. However, these fears are
often overstated and can be easily
alleviated when taking a balanced
and practical approach to the law
on dual citizenship. For instance,
citizenship will not be granted to
individuals who do not fulfill
stringent obligations to the state
and certain offices—such as the
presidency, National Assembly,
and the Constitutional Court—will
be off limits to dual citizens.
Furthermore, Armenia simply
cannot afford to base its future
on the approval of other
governments, especially if its
actions are in conformity with
international regulations and
practices
Strengthening Armenian
unity through the adoption of dual
citizenship makes particular sense

for Armenia when considering
that it is one of only a few
countries in the world today
where residents are outnumbered
by their brethren living abroad—
only about one-third of all
Armenians actually live in
Armenia. Armenia’s Foreign
Minister, Vartan Oskanian,
stressed this point during his
speech at the Third ArmeniaDiaspora Conference held in
Yerevan this past September.
Referring to the adoption of a law
on dual citizenship, the Minister
stated, “This is essential for the
people and future of Armenia.
Armenians should number not 3
but 5 million, 10 million, or 15 to
20 million in terms of our
potential for cooperation. This is
necessary for us to really confront
our challenges effectively.”
Indeed, in addition to being
an added incentive for repatriation, dual citizenship
may prove to be a catalyst for
Armenia’s growing economic
and political advancement.

Vartan Oskanian, Armenian Minister of Foreign Affairs,
speaking at the 2006 Armenia-Diaspora Conference.

Economically, the Diaspora
can play a more dynamic role
in
spurring
investment
opportunities in Armenia,
facilitating integration into the
world economy, and increasing
both production and consumption within the country.
Politically, dual citizenship can
assist Armenia in maintaining
good relations with countries
containing large Armenian
populations and, by closely
linking state authorities to
Diasporan constituents, increasing the pressure for
adherence to democratic
norms. In turn, for the
Diaspora, accelerating direct
relations with the Republic of
Armenian can help reinforce
national identity and provide
an impetus for the preservation of poorly organized
communities.
On a more symbolic level,
dual citizenship will help
somewhat right the wrongs of
history by 1) restoring the
sense of homeland snatched
away from most by the
Genocide and 2) overcoming
the limitations and stereotypes
imposed on Armenians by 70
years of separation behind the
Soviet
“Iron
Curtain.”
Similarly, dual citizenship can
help tighten the thread
c o n n e c t i n g all A r m e n i a n s
throughout the world by
affirming
their
shared
commitment to mobilizing on
behalf of the homeland. As a
historically subjected people,
A r m e n i a n s h a v e l o n g c o mprehended the need for
collective strength. Dual
citizenship will serve as a
tangible path for taking
concrete steps in this needed
direction.
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As unimaginable as it seems, slavery and bondage still persist in the early 21st century.
Millions of people around the world still suffer in silence in slave-like situations of
forced labor and commercial sexual exploitation from which they cannot free
themselves. Trafficking in persons is one of the greatest human rights challenges of
our time.
“Armenia is a major source and, to a lesser extent, a transit and destination country
for women and girls trafficked for sexual exploitation largely to the United Arab Emirates
(U.A.E.) and Turkey. Traffickers, many of them women, route victims directly into Dubai or
through Moscow. Traffickers also route victims to Turkey through Georgia via bus. Profits
derived from the trafficking of Armenian victims reportedly increased dramatically from
the previous year.”

- U.S. State Dept Trafficking in Persons Report, June 2006
(www.gvnet.com/humantrafficking/Armenia-2.htm)

(Human

Amyriga3i State Department6u 3a3da-

Trafficking) yryvo3;u hama,qarha3in arti

rara/ e ;e‘ amen dari m0davorabes 600,0006en

aqdi mu wyra/ova/ e1 Martga3in a-yvdovri

min[yv 820,000 d.amart5 gin ov yryqa3

cor/o.ov;ivnu gu n,anage‘ ab0rini gyrbow

martga3in6a-yvdovri cor/o.ov;yan g\yn;argovin1

gam qapypa3ov;yamp‘ d.amartox5 ginyrov

A3s yryvo3;in 80 dogosu ginyr ov a.]ignyr yn1

ov yryqanyrov ov,atrov;ivnu cravyl5 zanonk

Ginyru gu qapovin gartalow5 dysnylow gam lsylow

0dar yrgirnyr ‘oqatlow

8/aqylov9 ipryv

sovd /anovxovmnyr5 3ovsalow ;e gyanki avyli lav

bo-nig5 sdrovg yv gam ,ahacor/ova/

ba3mannyrov bidi hantibin ov gu badasqanen

a,qadavor5 or 0ru !* =am a,qadylow mia3n

a3s /anovxovmnyrovn1

Martga3in6a-yvdovri

! dolar g\sdana37no3nisg gaxov;ivnnyr y.a/

A3s dacnabi zohyrovn my/amasnov;ivnu

yn5 ovr amisnyrow a,qadavornyru irynx

15-32 darygan yridasartovhinyr yn5 oronk gu

a,qadankin ,ahu [yn can2a/1 Yryqanyrov

pnagin a.kad yrgirnyrov me] yv mi,d bedku gu

baraca3in5 zirynk gu sdibyn ‘okr dariken

zcan avyli par2r wjarovm ovnyxo. cor/yrov

amovsnanalov5

diranalov1

yrgrin

zinovoragan

Ha3asdani

baraca3in5

/a-a3ov;yan masnagxylov gam ipryv

martga3in6a-yvdovri zohyrov my/amasnov;ivnu gu

a,qadavor5 sdrovgi bes a,qadylov1

cdnovin Ha3asdani harava3in ,r]annyru5 ovr
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martig undaniki antamnyrov go.me‘ paro3agan

Issues dy.ygaciru lo3s dysa/ e5 ovr Miaxyal

ahavor jn,ovmi dag gu cdnovin diranalov‘ avyli

Azcyrov Gazmagyrbov;yan (United Nations)

par2r wjaro. cor/i mu1 #a3dnapyrova/ e ;e

a]agxov;yamp min[yv a3s0r gu cor/agxin

ha3 civ.axi ginyru5 oronk zoh g\yr;an a3s

martga3in6a-yvdovri harxyrow1 Nayv UMCOR

dacnabin5 gamowin g\yn;argovin5 gam m0dig

(United Methodist Committee On Relief)

undaniki antami go.me5 gam al mdyrim ungyro]

gazmagyrbov;ivnu ga35 or 20046en sgsyal

mu go.me5 oronk gu

0cnov;ivn xovxapyra/

qosdanan

e martga3in6a-yv-

avyli

dovri yn;argova/

parypyr gynxa.1

anhadnyrov1

Martga3in6
a-yvdovri harxu nayv

UMCOR6 u

Ha3asdani

Han-

anhadnyrovn grgin

rabydov;yan ga-a-

martga3in 0rinavor

warov;yan

ungyrov;yan

rov;ivnu

ov,at-

g\0cne

me]

mdnylov5 3armar ov

crava/ e1
State

bad,aj cor/ cdnylov

Department6u 30tova/

yv p=,gagan harxyru

mu

hradaragyx

hocalov1 UMCOR6u

;e‘

nayv gu marze martox

Ha3asdanu himnagan

yrgri sahmannyru

a.pivr mun e martga3in

bahbanylow‘ yry-

a-yvdovru gadarylov yv

van hanylov mart-

anhadnyr ‘oqatrylov

ga3in6a-yvdovri cor/

ov /aqylov :ovrkio35

ovneov;yan

_ovsio35 #ovnasdani yv

gazmo. qmpagnyr5

Yvrobagan yrgirnyrov

orbeszi irynx artar

me]1

badi=u sdanan1

Amyrigia3i

arda3a3dylow

Nayv

harxyr

nyrga3axa/ yn5 ovr ginyr Ovzbekisdanen tebi

Martga3in6a-yvdovri

mas

ab0rini

Ha3asdan ‘oqatrova/ yn martga3in6a-yvdovri

cor/o.ov;ivnu hazaravor zohyr gu qle amen

hamar1 :eyv Ha3asdani ga-awarov;ivnu5

dari5 oronk qapypa3ov;yamp gam gamowin

Ha3asdanen nyrs polorowin [ezokaxnylov

gu mdnyn a3s a.ava.ova/ a,qarhin me]

cor/o.ov;ivnu [e sdanxna/‘ saga3n ngadyli e

gar/ylow ;e artivnaved bidi ulla3 saga3n

pavagan

a,qadank‘

martga3in6a-yvdovri

bagsyxnylov
;ivu1

20026 i n

Intergovernmental Commission on Anti-Trafficking

hydaka3in gu sorwin ;e ange ylku ,ad
t=ovar e1

Sanan Harovn
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THE CHALLENEGE OF CHOOSING
A NEW PARLIAMENT
Staffwriter

Democratization is not a process that ends with the elimination, national security, and the direction of foreign
adoption of a constitution or the establishment of a policy.
parliament. It is not an item that you assemble and then
In addition, the parliamentary elections will be
sit back to watch it work. Rather, the struggle for people followed a year later by elections for Armenia’s next
to have a meaningful voice in the decisions that shape president. Since President Robert Kocharian is ineligible
their lives is an ongoing process that requires constant to run for another term, executive power is expected to be
vigilance and engagement on the part of the citizenry. properly handed over to a new figure for the first time in
Even in longstanding democracies such as the United the Republic’s young history. The conduct of the vote in
States, there is always room for improving the quality May is anticipated to be a precursor for the transition in
of democracy and preventing the very real possibility of 2008.
democratic deterioration.
Of course, whether or not the elections will be free
In many ways, Armenia’s upcoming parliamentary and fair depends largely on the willingness of officials to
elections will demonstrate
implement the guidelines
how far along the country
they have set for themselves.
has come in its own
Over recent years, Armenia
democratic development.
has made considerable imScheduled for May 12, the
provements in its electoral
election holds special
rules and regulations,
significance for several
aligning them with interreasons, not the least of
nationally accepted stanwhich is its implications for
dards of democracy. Yet,
the functioning of basic
these reforms have often not
democratic procedures.
translated into consistent
Past elections in Armenia
changes in state action.
have been marred by
Corruption, fraud, and the
numerous irregularities
abuse of power are still
and have fallen short of
Armenians gathering in present in both the public
international standards.
Republic Square on Independence Day. and private spheres. What is
The elections in May will be
needed are not new instia measure of whether or not the country has made any tutions but, rather, putting the ones already in place into
progress along this front. As the representative of the practice.
Armenian Revolutionary Federation’s (ARF) Supreme
Body, Armen Rustamian, stated this past July, “The Platforms or Personalities?
upcoming parliamentary and presidential elections will
Unfortunately, the majority of Armenian citizens do
be a test to resolve those issues and to find out the not place high hopes in the authorities’ commitment to
country’s ability to ensure democratic stability.”
the democratic process. In a USAID-funded poll
Not only will the elections be an opportunity to conducted by the Gallup Organization last August, around
gauge the fairness of electoral procedures, they will also 70% of Armenians felt the next parliamentary elections
decide the leadership of the country for the next several would not be free and fair. Similar polls and surveys
years. The recent amendments to the Armenian demonstrate a deep-seated cynicism among Armenians
Constitution extended the term of deputies to the toward their political system and a widespread distrust of
National Assembly from four to five years and granted political actors. Much of this sentiment stems from the
the parliament considerable power vis-à-vis the above-mentioned divide between formal political rules
president. As a result, these new officials will have much and informal practices.
more power and responsibility over such critical matters
A look at the political landscape in Armenia also sheds
as the status of Artsakh, fighting corruption, poverty light on why so many people hold a negative view toward
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the political process. For instance, one of the most glaring
flaws in Armenia’s democracy is the virtual absence of
genuine political parties with actual platforms, principles
and means for citizens to participate on a grassroots level.
Instead, what we see are a host of parties dominated by
specific individuals. Whether it is an oligarch like Gagik
Tsarukian and his newly formed Bargavaj Hayastan
(Prosperous Armenia) Party or an opportunist like Arthur
Baghdasarian and his Orinats Yerkir (Country of Law)
Party, or even a true champion for reform like Raffi
Hovannisian and his Heritage Party, almost every political
party in Armenia is focused upon one distinct individual
who is seen as the “leader” others are simply meant to
follow. As a recent OSCE report
pointed out, “Political parties in
Armenia appear to be based on
personalities rather than on
platforms or social constituencies.”
This lack of platform and
agenda on the behalf of political
parties is obviously reflected in
the campaigning for parliament seats. On the one
hand, you have political parties
using their wealth and access to
power to shore up support,
while on the other hand you
have the opposition seeking to
ride the wave of public discontent to garner votes.
Neither side has much to say in
the way of policy prescriptions
or a vision for the future. They
simply come before the people
and promise to make things
better if only they were put into
power. Actual proposals, priorities, and overall content
are sorely lacking.
In this regard, the ARF stands out as one of the only
significant parties in Armenia that is actually guided, not
by a leader or famous individual, but by a political platform
and ideology. This platform stands for such things as selfdetermination for Artsakh, strengthening the domestic
rule of law, initiating a serious struggle against corruption,
ensuring that the benefits of economic growth reach the
entire society, unification of the Armenian nation,
international recognition of the Armenian Genocide, and
the strengthening of democratic institutions. As such, the
ARF has consistently championed genuine democratic
initiatives while resisting senseless outbursts of anger and
attempts to imitate the so-called “color” revolutions of
neighboring countries. It has been at the forefront of

efforts to make concrete improvements in the Election
Code and reform democratic institutions to meet
European standards.
ARF leaders have called on all political forces to
contribute to the country’s democratic process by strictly
adhering to electoral regulations in the upcoming
parliamentary elections. This is important not only for
the sake of democratic legitimacy in Armenia, but also
because the country can only move forward when it has
leaders that reflect the will of the population. This
sentiment was expressed by ARF Bureau representative,
Hrant Markarian, in a 2006 interview with the Iravounk
newspaper, when he stated, “”I would like to see a new
National Assembly elected in
2007 that reflects the will of our
people. I would like to see the
National Assembly reflecting the
true image of the nation.
Perhaps that image won’t be
extremely beautiful, but the
truth is what’s important.”
This consistent stance held by
the ARF may be one of the reasons
why it is one of the few political
parties in Armenia that enjoys
widespread respect and appreciation among the populace.
Indeed, in the same 2006 Gallup
poll mentioned above, the ARF is
found to be seen as “trustworthy
and patriotic” by the majority of
respondents. This is in contrast
to other parties such as the
opposition People’s party and the
ruling Hanrapetutyun (Republic)
Party which are described in
mostly negative terms.
Nevertheless, expressing such views alone will not be
enough to guarantee democratic progress in Armenia. The
upcoming parliamentary elections will mark an important
turning point in the country’s future and it is time that people
put their votes where there conscience lies. People simply
cannot afford to sell their rights to the highest bidder or wait
for some leader to guide them to a better future. The public
must reject such undemocratic tendencies and mobilize
around political forces which share their values and
principles. Furthermore, they must hold their leaders
accountable and demand that they implement the rules they
themselves have crafted and approved. Only when
democracy is guaranteed by a mobilized citizenry can it
become meaningful in any society. In all of these respects,
the upcoming parliamentary elections are sure to test the
progress of democracy in Armenia.

“ONE OF THE MOST
GLARING FLAWS IN
ARMENIA’S DEMOCRACY
IS THE VIRTUAL ABSENCE OF GENUINE POLITICAL PARTIES WITH
ACTUAL PLATFORMS,
PRINCIPLES AND MEANS
FOR CITIZENS TO PARTICIPATE ON A GRASSROOTS LEVEL.”
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THE

POLITICAL
SCENE

Rule of Law
Party
)rinax Yrgir

IN

ARMENIA

Founded in 1998 by Arthur Baghdasaryan
(pictured above)
Pro-Western, Centrist
It won 12.3% of the vote in the 2003
elections, gaining 19 seats in parliament.
It was made to leave the ruling coalition in
2006 after Baghdasarian diverged repeatedly
from the coalition’s position on critical
foreign and domestic policy issues. The
latter is known for his close ties to Western
governments such as the U.S. and France.

Republican Party of
Armenia (HHK)
Ha3asdani Hanrabydagan
Govsagxov;ivn

Armenian
Revolutionary
Federation (ARF)
Ha3 #y.a’oqagan
Ta,nagxov;ivn
Founded in 1890 by Kristapor Mikaelian,
Stepan Zorian, and Simon Zavarian

Founded in 1990
Conservative
Received 23.5% of vote in 2003, winning 31 seats in parliament
Originally, the party proclaimed to follow the nationalist teachings
of Karekin Njdeh and had their roots in the anti-Soviet National
Unity Party. However, over recent years, they have become the
main ruling party and there existence is increasingly dependent
on their grip over power. With the recent election of Defense
Minister Serge Sargsyan (pictured above) to a senior leadership
position in the HHK’s board, their reputation as Armenia’s “party
of power” has only solidified.
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Nationalist, Socialist, Democratic
It is recognized as a main party in Armenia
with a substantial following in both the
homeland and diaspora.
It won 11.5% in the 2003 elections, gaining
11 seats in the parliament.
It decided to join the ruling coalition and
took responsibility over the Ministry of
Agriculture, Labor, and Health. With the
departure of Orinats Yerkir from the ruling
coalition, the ARF also took over the
Ministry of Education.

National Unity
Party (UMB)

Justice Alliance
Artarov;ivn

Azca3in
Miapanov;ivn

Founded in 1997 by the former Communist
Mayor of Yerevan, Artashes Geghamyan
(pictured above)
Conservative

A coalition of several opposition parties assembled
in the run-up to the 2003 parliamentary elections.
Won 13.6% of vote in 2003, gaining 14 seats in parliament

Won 8.8% of the vote in the 2003 elections
It continues to be spearheaded by Atrashes
Geghamyan.

It is led by Stepan Demrichyan (pictured above), the
son of the former Speaker of the Parliament and head
of the People’s Party of Armenia, who was
assassinated in 1999.
They are the largest opposition force in parliament
but they are facing internal disagreements and a
decline in activities over recent months.
The parties making up the coalition have signaled
that they will contest the upcoming elections
individually or as part of other alliances.

Prosperous
Armenia (BH)
Parcawaj Ha3asdan

Heritage Party
+a-ancov;3ovn
Govsagxov;ivn

Founded in 2006
Pro-government
Led by Armenian tycoon Gagik “Dodi Gago”
Tsarukyan (pictured above)

Founded in 2002
Liberal, Democratic
It did not run in the 2003 parliamentary
elections.
Led by the U.S-born former Foreign
Minister turned opposition leader, Raffi
Hovannisian (pictured above).

Using his millions in fortune, Tsarukian has
established an extended party network in all
regions of the country, with a reported 500
offices and 370,000 members.
Tsarukyan’s main method of gathering support
has been “charitable activity”, criticized by many
for early campaigning, bribing and vote-buying.
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#owig Candilyan
Arten 1060 ;ovagann e yv ty- #o3nyru irynx sahmannyrovn me]5 clqavorapar` Mara,5 12rt
a[ku dnga/ yn myr ygy.yxiin wra31 Anonk gu ]anan tarov sgzpnavorov;ynen min[yv 15rt tar1 A3l q0skow`
2y-k 2cyl Ha3ox harsdov;ivnnyru manavant Qa[ig ga;o.igosov;ivnu E]mia/inen bidi hy-anar m0d
P7 Anyxi ga;o.igosi waqjanylen ydk5 #o3nyru 540 darinyr (90161441)1
13756in Giligio3 ;acavorov;ivnu wyr]abes
,ad jic gu ;a’yn nor ga;o.igosi undrov;yan
tem yllylov1 I~n[ lav 0ryr ein5 yrp Pacradovnyanx ]n]ova/ er5 Sis ka.aku Ycibdaxi i,qanov;yanx
dohmu g\i,qer ygy.yxinyrovn yv wankyrovn1 Ygy.yxin nyrkyv inga/ er5 Lyvon Z7 ;acavor cyri darova/
bahbanylov miag 2yvu bidi ullar ga;o.igosin er isg 1377en 1432i mi]yv wyx ga;o.igosnyr A;o-u
irarme
3a’,daga/
E]mia/inen Sis gam
ein‘ ivrakan[ivru ir
A.;amar ‘oqatrovilu5
naqortu sbannyl dalow1
kani dagavin ki[ ;e ,ad
Darpyr miapanov;ivnnyr
a3ndy. qa.a.ov;ivn gu
a3s kaosu ngadylow gu
direr1 A3ndy. gu
‘or2yn #o3nyrov nman
cdnover Sisi ;acavor`
ha3gagan ygy.yxin 2ovlyl
Cacigu1
Cacigi
yv ir can2yrovn diranal1
mi]amdov;yamp #o3nyru
Gar/ys ;e Asdova/
wyr]abes g\untovnin
dysnylow a3s a.ydali
zi]il1 Nor ga;o.igos
wijagu
.rga/
er
g\undrovi yv Cacig
#owhannes Orodnyxi5
;acavori sahmannyrovn
Ma.akia >rimyxi yv
me] gu mna31 Ka.akagan
E]mia/in5 Ha3asdan
Cricor
Da;yvaxi
a3l jn,ovmnyrov yv Sisi
;acavorov;yan anga3ovnov;yan badja-ow5 wartabydnyru oronx a,agyrdnyru‘ aganadys
:a;arnyrovn ar,avanknyren ‘aq[ylow` Parsy. ullalow azca3in ygy.yxvo3 O.pyrkagan wijagin
Ga;o.igosu gu hasdadovi Amanosi wankin me]5 g\oro,yn tarman mu cdnyl1 Anonk g\oro,yn
oru ,inova/ er _ovpeni go.me1 _ovpen Anii ga;o.igosi A;o-u wyratar2nyl E]mia/in5
Pacradovni ;acavornyrovn azcagxov;ynen5 arten orowhydyv E]mia/ini ,r]anu hamymadapar avyli
isg himna/ er Giligio3 Ha3 i,qanabydov;ivnu1 qa.a. wijag mu ovner barsgagan ;acavorov;yan
A3sbisow` Ha3ox ga;o.igosu gu mna3 Giligo3 aztyxov;yan dag kan‘ Sisu yv Mara,u
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Ycibdagan dirabydov;yan dag1 :eyv gmgmalow5
Cricor Movsapecyanx ga;o.igos 14416i Ma3isin
g\untovni ga;o.igosarani ‘oqatrov;yan
ca.a’aru1 “a-amol ga;o.igosnyrov badja-ow
Cricor }alalpecyan6 arda.ov arkybisgobosu
inkzink gu h-[age E]mia/ini ygy.yxvo3 ga;o.igos5
isg Zakaria A.;amara3 ga;o.igosu ir did.osu
gu bahe yv gu wyrata-na3 Wan1 A3sbisow‘
E]mia/ini me] cdnovo. A3s nor ,r]ani a-a]in
ga;o.igosu g\ulla3‘ Cricor }alalpecyan (1443)5
isg a-a]in Sisi6Giligio3 ga;o.igosu‘ Garabyd
Yvtogiaxi (1446)1
Ksanyrort tarov sgizpi a.ydnyrovn
badja-ow5 Giligio3 ;ymu Giligio3 no3n jagadacrin
hasav1 A3s megu dysnylow Sahag P7 ga;o.igos
Qaba3yan Sovrio3 me] daracirnyrovn hyd gu mna3
yv zirynk abahow gu bahe1 1929in asor wra3 gu
hasni Yrovsa.ymi badriark Y.i,e Tovryan Sahag
P7i ,norhylow ir ;ymin
badgano. Halebu5
Tamasgosu5 Be3rov;u5
Gibrosn ov Andioku irynx
galova/nyrow1
1939in Fransagan
zorkyrovn ka,ovylovn
badja-ow5 garc mu
ha3apnag ka.aknyren
in[bes‘ Sanjak yv
Andiok5 my/ ;ivow Ha3
ca.;agannyr lkylow
irynx
dovnyru
sdibovyxan
hasdadovil Sovrio3 yv Lipanani me]1 Giligio3
ga;o.igos Sahag P7 yv ydku Bydros
Saradjyan ca.;agannyrovn irynx t-nyru gu
panan yv gu badsbaryn zanonk1 A3sbisow
E]mia/ini yv Giligio3 ;ymyru gu co3adyvyn yv
a3novamyna3niv Ha3yru g\ovnynan yrgov
ga;o.igosnyr1

Ksannyrort tarov gisovn Ha3 ygy.yxvo3 masin
nor ar2acank mu sgsav dara/ovil ;e‘ s’iv-ki
Ha3 ygy.yxin ka.akagan harxyrov mas gu gazme
yv ;e garc mu ygy.yxagannyr gu go.mnagxin yv gu
ka]alyryn garc mu govsagxov;ivnnyr1 A3s0r
Amyriga3i dara/kin lo3s dysno. ,ad mu ;yr;yr
a3s harxu /y/ylow irynx abrovsdu g\abahowyn1
Ha3gagan ygy.yxin azca3in ygy.yxi e yv
ha3abahbanman a,qadanku ir amynen a-a]nahyr;
nbadagnyren megn e1 >yvont Yryx yv Mgrdi[ Qrimyan
oro, govsagxagan badganyliov;ivn [ovnein‘ o[ mia3n
orowhydyv a3n =amanag ha3gagan govsagxov;ivnnyr
co3ov;ivn [ovnein pa3x co3ov;ivn ovner‘
ha3rynasirov;ivnu1 A3sbisow Giligio3 ;ymu amen mi]ox
0cdacor/yx xy.asbanov;yan hydyvankow
ca.;gannyrovn 0jaqnyr abahowylov5 no3nisg y;e
bedk er cor/agxil ka.akagan govsagxov;yan mu
hyd1 Yv aha noren antien “an]ovninyrov
.ygawarov;yamp
gu
3a-a]ana3 dced ampoqu
co-alow‘ ;e Ha3 #y.a’oqagan Ta,nagxov;ivnu
Ha3ox ygy.yxin yrgovki
s.oxa/ e1 Caxe4k yv
gartaxe4k5 sorwyxe\k yv
sorwyxovxe\k5 orowhydyv
,adyru pan [yn cidyr1
Arten isg a3t megu i 3a3d
ygav yrp crataranen
2y-ks a-i‘ arkybisgobos
)rmanyani
8Ha3ox
An;ilias5 Lipanan
Ygy.yxin9 yv isgo3n gar/ys
qorhrtani,0ren cirku yrgov masi pa=novyxav5
darinyrov un;axkin ir a-an2nov;ynen t=cohylow1
A3nkan adyn or [ynk gartar myr =o.owovrtu myr
cirkyrovn bes pa=an6pa=an bidi ulla31
Siryliny4r5 ha3gagan ygy.yxin meg e in[bes
Araradi sdorodu ;egovz yrgov caca;
ovnyna31
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A LAW FOR PEACE:
WHY THE FRENCH LAW
AGAINST THE ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE IS SO CRUCIAL
By Jules Boyadjian
FRA Nor Seround (AYF France)

On October 12, 2006,
the French National
Assembly adopted a law
proposed by the
Socialist party, which
would penalize the
denial of Armenian
Genocide.
The
legislation was modeled
after a similar law
dealing with Holocaust
Denial, known as the
Gayssot Law, adopted in 1990.
In the United States, where the
first amendment and free speech
are considered sacred, this
initiative may be considered
controversial. In reality, the law
is essential to ensuring a
fundamental respect for the
principles of democracy for all
republics.
Recognition of Armenian
Genocide and Punishment
of Denial
On January 29, 2001, French
lawmakers adopted a simple yet
powerful law stating: “France
publicly
recognizes
the
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Armenian
Genocide
of 1915.” While officially placing
France amongst the leading
democracies, which speak clearly
regarding this crime against
humanity, the law did not address
the fundamental issue of
Armenian Genocide denial. In
other words, French law would
still allow for anyone to deny the
Armenian Genocide with
impunity. A new law would have
to be drafted to turn a strictly
formal interpretation of historic
fact into an effective tool to end
Armenian Genocide denial.

The need for such a law
became apparent by 2006,
when a series of incidents –
amazingly violent in
nature – threatened to
endanger civic peace in
France. Armenian
Genocide monuments
were vandalized in
Lyon, Chaville and
Marseille.
French
citizens were attacked as
they were participating in
peaceful commemo-rations
of the Armenian Genocide.
Genocide deniers even held
demonstrations – legal and
illegal – openly protesting
French recognition of this crime
against humanity. The French
Socialist
party,
working
closely with the Armenian
Revolutionary Federation, the
AYF France and its sister
organizations, understood the
urgency of the situation and
refused to tolerate the violence
emanating from genocide denial.
In May, 2006, the French
Socialist party introduced
legislation which would make
Armenian genocide denial a

punishable offense. Turkish
Government officials immediately began threatening
French government officials,
enlisting the assistance of
French President Jacques
Chirac, Foreign Minister
Phillipe Douste-Blazy and
National Assembly Chairman
Jean-Louis Debre in derailing
the measure. Despite nationwide advocacy by the
Armenian Revolutionary
Federation and community
members across France, the
measure was temporarily
tabled. By Fall of 2006, the
French Armenian activists and
the Socialist Party were
successful in placing the antigenocide denial legislation
back on the National Assembly
agenda, and on October 12th
the bill was adopted by an
overwhelming margin, with
support from all political
parties.
To become law, the legislation must next be
considered by the French
Senate and signed by the
President. The Socialist
party is prepared to present
the resolution in the Senate,
although the timing will
depend on a combination of
factors, including French
Presidential elections in
May,
2007
and
the
subsequent parliamentary
election in June. Turkish
Government pressure will
continue throughout the
process.

Free Speech and Genocide
Denial
The French law against
Armenian Genocide denial is
contested by some who consider
it a violation of free speech.
Freedom
of
speech
is
guaranteed under French law.
However,
the
French
constitution clearly states that

“THE LAW WAS
CREATED TO
ENSURE THAT
EVERYONE IN
SOCIETY CAN
LIVE PEACEFULLY, WITH
THEIR RIGHTS
RESPECTED.”
all
laws
must
uphold
fundamental human dignity and
equality. As such, antisemitism,
racist speech and homophobia –
each curtailing some aspect of
free speech, if taken literally –
are punishable under French
law. Laws against Holocaust
and Armenian Genocide denial
are adopted for the same
reasons.
Certain freedoms need to be
limited to protect society and for
efficiency. The law was created
to ensure that everyone in
society can live peacefully, with

their rights respected. Democracy
doesn’t guarantee total freedom if
ones actions infringe upon the
rights of others. Hatred and
intolerance are the foundations of
prejudice in society – a sickness
which can spread and escalate if
hate speech is not checked.
Genocide is a legal concept as
defined by the Convention for the
Prevention and Punishment of
Genocide in 1948. Denial is the
final stage of genocide, which
perpetuates this act through its
refusal to acknowledge historical
truth, by introducing an “artificial
amnesia” about this crime. As
such, denial cannot simply be
classified as an opinion about one
historical event or another. It
contributes to the ongoing
development of the genocide by
intentionally minimizing the
magnitude of the genocidal act,
and as such cannot be considered
a benign opinion. Denial of a
confirmed genocide, by definition,
should be penalized like any other
crime – otherwise, the genocide
continues.
The anti-Armenian Genocide denial law is designed to
protect human dignity, not restrict
free speech, The Gayssot Law
against Holocaust denial is proof
of this. Since its adoption in 1990,
the Gayssot law has not restricted
Holocaust research, as opponents
predicted. It did however, limit
hate speech by the extreme right
attempting to foment intolerance
in French society. The antiArmenian Genocide denial law
must do the same.
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AMBASSADOR
OF
SHAME
By Shant Taslakian
As the crowd looked at him
with utter disbelief, he confidently
repeated again, “I will today call it
the Armenian Genocide.”
As the now former U.S.
Ambassador to Armenia, John M.
Evans, met with ArmenianAmerican community, civic, and
student organizations in February,
2005, he repeated this same
message, no longer playing what
leading
genocide
scholar
Samantha Powers has called the
“G-word jig”: the U.S. Department
of State’s constant struggle to
avoid properly characterizing one
of the most horrific crimes against
humanity as genocide.
Evans, who is both a seasoned
Foreign Service officer and
accomplished scholar, had done
his own research and concluded
that the events of 1914-1923
should be characterized as
genocide. He went on to explain
that he had also consulted with a
State Department lawyer who
confirmed that the events of 1915
were “genocide by definition.”
Many wondered if this
statement marked the welcome
beginnings of a change in the
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Department of State’s
morally bankrupt policy.
However, just days after
the end of his U.S. tour,
these courageous words of
honesty—-properly
respecting the history of
the Armenian nation-—
would illustrate the extent to which
the White House and the State
Department are willing to go to
appease Ankara.
Later that year, the American
Foreign Service Association (AFSA),
decided to honor Ambassador Evans
with the “Christian A. Herter
Award” for his intelligent and
creative diplomatic efforts.
According the AFSA, the purpose of
the award is to “encourage Foreign
Service career employees to speak
out frankly and honestly.’’ Sadly,
AFSA withdrew its award following
pressure from “very serious people
from the State Department” just
days before Turkish Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip Erdogan traveled to
Washington, D.C., according to
Washington Post staff writer Glenn
Kessler. To add further insult to
injury, the Ambassador’s efforts to
speak the truth about this crime
against humanity would not only
lead to his removal from his post,

but also end
his career in the Foreign Service.
Despite repeated inquiries and
requests by Senate and House
Members, the media (Los Angeles
Times included) and the Armenian
American community, questions
surrounding the firing of Amb. Evans
remained unanswered. Further, the
Bush Administration nominated
Richard Hoagland not once, but twice
as the next U.S. ambassador to
Armenia, despite vehement opposition
from both the Armenian-American
community and members of Congress.
This opposition emerged due to
Hoagland’s blatant denial of the
Armenian Genocide and his
characterization of it as simply an
“allegation.”
On September 8, 2006 ANCA
Chairman Ken Hachikian stated that
“Very simply, a genocide denier cannot
effectively promote U.S. interests or
American values in Armenia - a
country that rose from the ashes of

Turkey’s genocidal campaign.” He
added that, “confirming an Ambassador
to Armenia who denies the Armenian
Genocide
would
dramatically
undermine U.S. diplomacy in Armenia
and mark a major retreat from our
nation’s noble commitment to genocide
prevention.” Imagine for a moment that
the U.S. Ambassador to Israel did not
properly characterize the Holocaust. If
the Bush Administration continues this
brash display of disrespect towards
Armenia’s history, it will no doubt be a
step backwards in U.S.-Armenia
relations. It is for this reason that
Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ) has
placed a “hold” — effectively blocking
the Hoagland nomination.
When a Senator places a “hold” on
an ambassadorial nominee, a
confirmation vote can take place only if
the “hold” is removed. Senator
Menendez’s “hold” was a clear
statement to the White House and State
Department that our country’s
continued involvement in genocide
denial is a cause of great alarm and will
no longer be tolerated.
The
Armenian-American
community’s principled stance against
the nomination of Richard Hoagland,
led by the efforts of the Armenian
National Committee of America
(ANCA), has been an effective roadblock
to the Bush administration’s political
agenda of capitulating to Turkish
genocide denial. We currently face a
unique opportunity to influence the
proper development of U.S.-Armenia
relations and ensure that the U.S.
speaks with moral clarity when it comes
to condemning all genocides, including
the Armenian Genocide.
Armenian Americans have a pivotal
role to play in this process. A simple letter,
phone call, or web-fax to your Senators
and Representative – in support of
pending Armenian Genocide legislation
(H.Res.106) and against the Hoagland
nomination will fuel the effort to continue
this battle and create positive change, in
the effort to reclaim the moral highground against genocide. Visit
www.anca.org for more information.

<oc Hinc,ap;i
Bidi cna3ir5
Pa3x in[o|v a3=m5
In[o|v a3=m yrp am-an ,ocu
Wa-ovm e in2 ir hovr gragovm5
Yrp q0sdaxyl eir or [ys lkylov
Tov kyz a-anx kyz777
{e or cideir or Armennyru
{y\n lkovm etbes
:o.nylow dovnu a3l 0darnyrin5
{y\n lkovm etbes
:o.nylow ho.u orovm lyzovi yn ygyl
Ho.u or amraxryl e pambagix ‘a’ovg osgornyrn irynx1
Himi or [gas5
Yrazovm ym ys5
Yrazovm y\m ys a3n yrazankow5
Or bid bar/ynas1
:e or dyn[ovm ys5
P=i,g ta-nalow pov=yl Armennyr5
Mi ja\r cdir a3s dara/ov;yan1
Gar/ys ;e myz ]ogo. a3s /owyri aliknyru
Hosovm yn sa- ov gabo3d yrancnyrows1
Asdova~/ im Der5
In[o|v bidi Armen pov=ylov a3t yraza\nku
A3skan part liner7
Pa3x q0sdanovm ym kyz5
Srpazan im ly-5
Q0sdanovm ym kyz Armennyri go.mix5
{ym lki ys kyz arxovnk ;a’ylow
Gar0ds [a-a/ ko Qor Wirabix1
Tov lav cideir5
Or wa.ovx arten5
:anak [i hosyl im sa- cri[ix5
Isg a3s crylis5 el [ym hampyrovm
El [ym hampyrovm a3s lov- synyagi dqovr Hinc,ap;in
El [ym hampyrovm [a’yl angivnnyr5
Angivnnyru or badmovm yn in2 myr g-ivnyrix1
Pa3x kani or sa\ e janabarhin i wyr
Kyz q0sdanovm ym Srpazan im ly-5
Ys bid ka3lym a3t wa- Caca;it1
Gorivn5 2006
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BADANEGAN
SEMINAR
IN REVIEW
“ydrovar amsovn5 a-a]in ,apa;awyr]u5 ys
Badanygani 2my-ova3 panagovmin
masnagxyxa31 A3t yryk 0ryrov un;axkin5
mynk sorovyxank Ha3 Tadi masin1 Nayv nor
ungyrnyrov /an0;axa3 yv ,ad ovraq =amanag
anxovxi1 Amen 0r darpyr panyr urink1
Yrgrort )ru amynen ovraq 0rs er orowhydyv
polors ly- maclxyxank1 A3t irigovn5 mynk
qraqjank ovnyxank1 Wyr]in 0ru5 ys ,ad
3ovzovyxa35 orowhydyv ,ad bidi gar0dna3i
nor ungyrnyrovs5 yv a3s ha3gagan m;nolordin1
A3s panagovmu gyankis me] 3adovg dy. Mu
bidi crave1
Ungyrovhi Livsi Di,o3yan
Syrop A.pivr ovqd
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Finally! We got to camp! My mom had always told me coming to A.Y.F.
Camp is like coming home, I finally understood what she had meant.
The familiar camp grounds were calling my name. We got split into our
cabins and settled for the night. The next morning it was time for our
exercises. Ungers Hrag and Hratch lead the exercises. After our
“ganches” and breakfast, we had our first educational about Hye Tad.
Hiking and dinner were followed by the talent show. Then it was time
for my favorite part of camp, singing revolutionary songs. Some of our
A.Y.F. Ungers came up to join us. That night it was hard for me to go to
sleep. I had learned so much, met new friends, and experienced another
amazing weekend at camp. It means so much to me to be a badanee, to
learn about my country, our fedayees and now our Hye Tad. I hope that
one day when I’m older I can
be a director like Unger Garo
and to give back and teach the
next generation.
Ungerouhi Alique Cherchian
10 years old
OC Aghpiur Serop Chapter

Winter Seminar was a wonderful experience that I
believe every Armenian youth should engage in. All
ARF Badanegan Western Region chapters from
Southern California met at AYF Camp Big Pines for a
great, fun, and educational weekend. It was a time for
being with fellow Ungers, meeting new Ungers,
learning more about Hye Tad, and just having a good
time. We had a couple of great Ungers give
educationals; one of them was Unger Ara
Mugurditchian who spoke about the Armenian armed
struggle (Zeenyal Baykar) and brought up the issue
about Hrant Dink. Our second guest speaker was
Unger Steve Dedeian who brought up the issue about
the Armenian Genocide and the importance of Hye
Tad. We also had a discussion where we brought up
important issues concerning Badanegan transfers to
AYF and why there is a drop in transfer rates and what
we should do about it. Hiking to the snow field was a
great chance for everyone to get to know one another
and make new friends. Personally, my favorite part of
camp was the talent show; I was a little nervous at
first, but once it was over and we won 1st place I felt
glad that I had an amazing cabin full of wonderful
girls that I spent a weekend with. The most I learned
was that Hye Tad really is the future and we should
concentrate more on that and always try our best in
working with the major governments of the world
while dedicating a lot of our time in helping our
Armenian society and cause. Seminar was a great
opportunity that brought all Badanegan Ungers
together so they may further the Armenian cause in
the future and continue the struggle. After all, the
youth of a people determines the future of a people.

Anhampyr gu sbasei Ovrpa; 0rova3 tbroxi
wyr]in zancu5 orowhydyv no3n 0ru ungyrnyrow bidi
megneink H7Y7T6i 2m-an panagovmin1 Wyr]abes =amu
hasav or Pasadena6i agovmpen jampa3 ylank tebi
Wrightwood6i myr panagawa3ru1 Jampovn dyvo.ov;yan
un;axkin ungyrnyrow zrovxyxink wyr]in kani mu
amisnyrov badaha/ norov;ivnnyrovn masin1 Yrp irarov
hyd gu qnta3ink yv gu q0seink 3angar/ anagngal0ren
hanraga-ku qancarovm ovnyxav yv gyxav1 +am mu
sbasyle ydk5 hasank panagawa3r yv anxank myr
dnagnyru1 Polor ci,yru ankovn mnalen ydk5 <apa;
a-av0d ganovq sgsav myr 0ru1 )rovan un;axkin
ovnyxank ,ad hydakrkragan tasaq0sov;ivnnyr yv
2ivnacntagi qa.yr1 Tasaq0snyren ungyr Ara
Mgrdi[yanu ,ad lav gyrbow badrasdova/ er yv
myzi q0syxav Ha3 Tadi sgzpnagan 0ryrov ba3karin
masin7 isg S;iv Dedeyanu ,ad 3sdag gyrbow
nyrga3axovx ;e in[bes grnank myr masnagxov;ivnu
pyryl Ha3 Tadi a,qadanknyrovn1 An,ov,d5 0rovan
hajyli hocnov;ivnnyren ydk5 ygav amen badanii
sira/ masu‘ qraqjanku1 qraqjanki un;axkin
ungyrnyrow baryxink5 yrcyxink yv zovarjaxank1 Yrp
=amu ygav hanc[ylov5 a3nkan hocna/ eink or mia3n
g\yrazeink myr ango.innyrovn masin1 Giragi a-dov
naqaja,yle ydk ygav amynen dqovr masu‘ pa=anovmi
=amu1 Irarov xdysov;ivn usylow dovn wyratar2ank5
q0sdanalow or ama-u noren gu dysnovink no3n
panagawa3ren nyrs1 Ungyr Wahein hsgo.ov;yan dag5
grnam usyl ;e 2007i H7Y7T6i 2m-an panagovmu im
gar/ikows amynen hajylin er1
Ungyrovhi Nora Govrdigyan
Syrop A.pivr ovqd

Ungerouhi Taleen Badawi
16 years old
Montebello “Vahan Cardashian” Chapter
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Abryl
Abry~l5 abry~l5 a3nbe\s abryl5
Or sovrp ho.t yrpyk [zca3 ko avylort /anrov;ivnu1
Abry~l5 abry~l5 a3nbe4s abryl5
Or tov inkt el yrpyk [zcas ko sy’agan manrov;ivnu1
Ov ;e 3angar/ anbydkov;ivn kyz hamarys5
:e inkut kyz arhamarhys
ov hama-ys5
kyz hyd wiji45
kyz [zi]i45
hampyradar kyz hyd q0si~5
haga-agovm kyz hamozi
inku777 hz0r hanrov;ivnu777
Abry~l5 abry~l5 a3nbe\s abryl5
Or ovri,i qintow qntas5
Or ovri,i xn/ov;ivnow
Inkt el xn/as5 inkt el ;ntas1
Linys5 mnas amynki hyd5
nranx gamkin hbadagovys5
8Ys96t qa-nys my/ 8mynk96i hyd5
Nranx xavow lov- dabagovys1
Drovys nranx lo3si nman
Yv [qapovys‘ 3o3si nman
Ar,alo3si nman paxovys
nra\nx hamar5
Wyr]alo3si nman paxovys
nra\nx hamar1
:e lax linys‘ nranx hamar5
:e pax linys‘ nranx hamar1
Yv ha~x linys nranx hamar‘
hocyvor ha\x5
Kyz nranxow gyankovm zinys
Yv nranxow gyankovm linys
ocyvorova~/1
Yv nranxow gyankovm linys
;o3l gam ov=y.5
Yv nranxow gyankovm linys
po3l gam m=y.5
:,ova-‘ in[bes anabasdan5
Harovsd‘ in[bes la3n da’asdan777
Abry~l5 abry~l5 a3nbe\s abryl5
Or nranx hyd m;nys6 ambys
Yv nranx hyd ,r;ar2agovys7
Megdy. 3angar/ untar2agovys5
Megdy. ta-nas covntovg/ig7
Megdy~. paxovys5 mygdy~. ‘agovys`
In[bes namag yv gam paxig777
Abry~l5 abry~l5 abryl megdy\.5
Gyankt qa-nyl nranx gyankin5
Da-abankt‘ da-abankin5
}ankt‘ ]ankin5
Xankt‘ xankin5
Yv yn;argovyl nranx gamkin5
Nranx gamkn el kyz kyz yn;argyl56
Ta-nal y\v ,an;5 y\v ,an;arcyl777

Baro3r Syvag

Baro3r Syvag (>azaryan) /na/
e 19246i #ovnovar 266in {anaq[i civ.in
me]1 19456in Syvag g\avarde Yryvani
Hamalsarani panasiragan fagovldedu1
#ydaca3in an g\anxni Mosgova ovsanylov5
ovr an g\avarde M7 Corgov anovan cragan
insdidovdu yv g\a,qadi no3n
hamalsaranin me] orbes avac tasaq0s1
19676in Ha3asdani me] 8Sa3ya; Nowa9
a,qadasirov;yan hamar an tokdora3i
asdijan gu sdana31
Baro3r Syvag ba,damovnki
hasnylov asdijan ser ovner craganov;yan
hanteb1 Syvag wa. badani dariken
sgsa/ e crylov‘ yrp haziv 11 darygan er1
Gu mahana3 19716i #ovnis 176in
inkna,ar=i arga/ow1
Baro3r Syvag o[ mia3n panasdy./
er5 a3l‘ a-a]nort5 norarar5 nor clovq
paxo.5 syrovnt sdy./o.5 ‘iliso’a35
cidnagan5 qor agos paxa/ er Ha3
craganov;yan yv 3adgabes panasdy/ov;yan me]1 Meg q0skow a3n er‘ in[ or
amyn meg azc 100 darin meg ancam
g\ovnyna31
Syvagi panasdy./ov;ivnnyru gu
gartaxovin meg ,ovn[ow5 [na3a/ or an cra/
e a-anx 3anci yv [a’i5 pa3x hoci ov
abrovm ga3 ir cra/nyrovn me]1 Qor ump-nylow Ha3ox hin ov avantagan parkyru5
soworov;ivnnyrn ov asaxova/knyru5 Syvag
my/abes 0cdova/ e ir sdy./acor/ov;ivnnyrovn me]5 anonx dalow nor ov= ov
;a’5 nor ham ov hod5 norocylow yv
;armaxnylow
gu
hramxne
ir
un;yrxo.nyrovn1
Baro3r Syvag hsga3 nyrtrovm
ovnyxa/ e Ha3yreni craganov;yan ov
m,ago3;in yv ty-yvs ,ad avylin grnar dal5
y;e wra3 [hasner anhy;y; yv y.yragan
mahu7771
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FAST FOR REMEBERANCE

PAST

PRESENT

fast [fast, fahst] –verb

remembrance [ri-mem-bruhns]-noun

1. to abstain from all food.

1. an act of recalling to mind
2. the ability to remember: memory

By Vatche Soghomonian
The “Fast for Remembrance” was a five-day, water-only
fast organized by the Armenian Youth Federation (AYF) in
coordination with the United Human Rights Council (UHRC).
As the idea for the event was made public, it drew its share of
skepticism: “Why,” “What’s the point,” “What’s this going to
accomplish?” Many people assumed the AYF to be crazy to
ask its members to subject themselves to such punishment.
The harsh reality of the situation was that these people would
completely deprive themselves by refusing the bare necessity
of food for five days.
In the beginning, nineteen young activists signed up for
the Fast, most of which were college and university students
with full or part-time jobs. Besides sacrificing food, they left
their work and their school to participate. The Fast began in
front of the Turkish Consulate in Los Angeles on January 2nd
with the clear, humble, yet, ambitious purpose of raising
awareness to the public to help promote an end to the cycle
of genocide. The intent was to educate as many people as
possible not only about the Armenian Genocide, but about
genocides that have occurred and continue to occur
throughout the world (as is the case in the Darfur region of
Sudan). It was meant to inform people about the steps they
can take to end this vicious cycle.
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So why choose to starve in front of a building, filled with
people who don’t want us to be there and who despise our
message? It would have been just as simple to demonstrate
and go home feeling good about ourselves. So why fast?
The answer is simple. How often do you turn down
people trying to give you a piece of paper, or stop you on the
street trying to talk to you? College students, think about this
for a second: in school, almost everyday, in every corner,
someone is passing out a piece of paper and when they try to
hand it to you, chances are you say “no thank you” or simply
pretend like you can’t even see them. It might have been easy
to overlook us the first day or even the second day. But once
people realized what this group of young activists was doing,
they were compelled to hear us out. When people took the
time to look down and see a group huddled on the sidewalk
in blankets with a small dry-erase board which read, “NO
FOOD: Day 3,” they understood our urgency and our
determination. This fast was a microphone held up to our
faint voices giving us the ability to be heard stronger and
louder. This was a means to show the government of Turkey,
the Armenian community and, especially, ourselves that the
struggle against genocide denial is not a struggle limited to
the month of April—rather it is a year-round effort.

E

Every day on the street in front of the consulate brought
its own hardship and adversity. Sometimes it was cold,
sometimes wet, sometimes tiresome, but it was never lonely.
Our days were spent passing out flyers, talking to passersby, media and telling stories amongst ourselves. Our nights
were spent with selfless individuals who came to support, to
provide supplies and to watch over us as we slept. The first
day started off strong and drew media coverage from four
different news networks (FOX, CBS, ABC, KCAL). In the
middle of the night, however, the building security woke us
up (presumably to try to break our spirits) and made us move
four feet from where we were, further onto the sidewalk.
There was the third day, which was forecast to rain. With no
shelter we scrambled to build make-shift tents out of trash
bags that we had. Later, supporters brought us two large tents
to sleep in, in case of rain. The winds that night were so strong
they actually blew down one of the tents. Following a rough
night, the fourth day brought some welcome sunshine. On
this day we carried on our normal flyer distribution and
conversations. We also attempted to hand deliver a letter to
the Turkish Consul General, only to be thrown out of the
building by his State Department attaché.
Later, to our dismay we watched as two people came
down and sat 5 feet in front of us, only to begin devouring a
hot meal. Once the astonishment wore off we realized they
were there maliciously, to mock us. Avoiding any hasty
action, a few fasters calmly decided to talk to them. As it turns
out, they had a completely misguided conception of what we
were doing. Once we began talking to them about the
Armenian Genocide and our struggle against its denial, they
quickly realized their mistake, packed up their food and
apologized sincerely for their mean-spirited actions. They
even came to our rally on the next day carrying home-made
signs that read, “Honor Armenia’s 1.5 Million Dead” and
“Turkey, Acknowledge the Armenian Genocide.”
In the late hours of the fourth
night we got a visit from Nersig
Ispirian. He did an amazing job
bolstering our weary spirits with
some great patriotic songs, taking
our minds off the pangs of
hunger. That night everyone went
to sleep knowing that the coming
day would be our last on Wilshire
Boulevard. We woke up early the
next morning with an extra boost
of energy and set up for our press
conference. Flanked by various
political officials and Ghazaros
Kademian, an Armenian Genocide survivor, the AYF once
again proclaimed its message to
multiple news channels. Later
that day we held a rally to mark
the end of the Fast. With over 300
supporters who attended we
marked not only the end of a long
five days, but we also marked
Armenian Christmas: a truly
symbolic show of our faith
against tremendous adversity.

The above was a very elementary description of those
five days. It is not so much the description of what
transpired that is important, it is the message that was
portrayed. Armenian youth and the Armenian community
came together to show their collective will to continue the
fight against genocide denial and end the global cycle of
genocide. Those that supported this mission are the real
heroes; whether they visited for one second or came every
day, whether they brought us supplies or sent us emails. It
is the people who stood behind this action that are truly
commendable. As AYF members, this fast was our duty,
our obligation. We are sworn to use any available means
to furthering our cause. But this was not something that
was done or is done by one small group. This is our struggle
as Armenians and we must carry it on until its rightful
conclusion.

Armenian activists participating in the
“Fast for Rememberance”
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BOOK REVIEW
FORMING A MODERN NATION ON THE
SHOULDERS OF HISTORY
The Armenians: From Kings and Priests to Merchants and Commissars
by Razmik Panossian
Columbia University Press, $40
ISBN# 0231139268
By Serouj Aprahamian
What constitutes the key elements of Armenian identity? How did these
elements emerge and how were they affected by larger economic and political
developments? Are traditional theories on the origins of nationalism
applicable to the Armenian case? Is there a significant relationship between
modern Armenian national identity and ancient traditions?
These are some of the questions explored in Razmik Panossian’s The
Armenians: From Kings and Priests to Merchants and Commissars. In
what reads like a concise history of the Armenian nation, Panossian traces
the development of Armenian nationalism up to the Arstakh liberation
struggle and argues it is a modern political construct with pre-modern sociocultural roots. Within his analysis there are several interesting observations and common patterns which seem to
emerge throughout Armenian history.
As a diasporan people spread out across the globe, one of the striking themes is that Armenians have, for a
long time, lived with differences in geography, culture, and local habits. Yet, despite these differences, they have
succeeded in maintaining their national identity through a strong personal sense of belonging to the same ethnic
community. For instance, Panossian points out how in the 19th century, Armenians living under the Ottoman
Empire differed in many respects from their Russian-speaking brethren living under the Tsar. However, both
sides accepted each other as part of the same commonality, even in the midst of weak contacts and bonds. Similarly,
today, we see that despite the differences in dialect, cultural norms, and 70 years of separation behind the “Iron
Curtain,” Armenians throughout the world accept the notion that they are no more or less Armenian than
“hayastanstis” in Armenia.
Another notable thread seen throughout the book is the opposing approaches to nationalism among Armenians.
Panossian reveals how there have historically been some Armenians who have identified with the nation on mostly
cultural terms and strayed away from making political demands. These conservative Armenians wanted to avoid
upsetting neighboring powers and host regimes. They enjoyed Armenian culture and tended to reject political
positions which might negatively affect their status in a host society. At the same time, there were those who saw
their ethnic identity closely intertwined with the struggle for national rights. Aside from culture, they had territorial
and political aspirations and were not afraid to stand up for what they felt they were owed. Panossian refers to the
former as being “azgaser” (in love with the nation) while the latter are described as “hayrenaser” (in love with the
fatherland).
Finally, although it is not explicitly stated in the book, it is interesting to note the central role played by the
ARF in modern Armenian nationalism. From its inception, the ARF instilled a new sense of consciousness among
Armenians and solidified links between such instruments as socialism and resistance for the national cause.
Through its organization and actions, it injected a new morale in the identity and politics of Armenians. No
modern history of the Armenian nation can be complete without reference to the work of the ARF and Panossian’s
book is no exception. There are several references to its involvement in the revolutionary movement of the 19th
century, its establishment of the first Armenian Republic, its opposition to the Soviet Union, and its mobilization
of the post-Genocide diaspora.
For anyone interested in the evolution of Armenian national-identity, The Armenians is a well researched,
balanced, and thought-provoking book that deserves attention. Indeed, for the study of nationalism in general,
Panossian’s work makes a valuable contribution.
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GET
INVOLVED
WITH

AYF

become a member
volunteer
register as an
alumni

MAKE SURE YOU VISIT OUR
NEW WEB SITE:

WWW.AYFWEST.ORG
GO TO THE “GET INVOLVED” SECTION TO JOIN, REGISTER, AND
SIGN-UP FOR OUR MAILING LIST ONLINE FOR UPDATES
ON EVENTS AND VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES!

DONATE
The Haytoug has been a free publication of the Armenian
Youth Federation for many years.
If you would like to make a donation to the Haytoug in
order to help out with production costs, please contact our
offices or visit us online to make an electronic donation:
Armenian Youth Federation
104 North Belmont Street, Suite 206
Glendale, California 91206
www.ayfwest.org

We thank you in advance for your support and we hope you
enjoyed this issue of the Haytoug.

